Originally funded with a Jessie Ball DuPont Feasibility Grant
followed by support from Nancy and David Jones, we have since
had the unfailing help of SVHE Honorary Fellow and Director of
West China Center for Faculty Development (西部外语教师发展中),
Dafu Yang, when reaching out to universities for the fourth
consecutive year with the following:

Summer Workshop for College Teachers (SWCT) in China - a collaboration to promote
Intercultural Competence • Critical & Creative Thinking • Interactive Classrooms

MODERN PEDAGOGIES AND CLASSICAL WISDOM
Responding to a China Daily editorial that:
“A survey of 21 countries, conducted by International Educational Progress Evaluation Organization, highlighted that Chinese
students tied for last place when it came to using their imagination and were fifth from the bottom in creativity. [Although]
Chinese students finished first in math…the survey confirmed what Chinese parents know, that their children rarely are
challenged to use their imaginations to solve problems.”
Our team of teachers can help your faculty accomplish this with both theoretical and practical advice.
SVHE effectively addresses pedagogical concerns in China as we have done in the U.S. Together, we can
transform the classroom with teaching & learning that is more imaginative, creative, & interesting!
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Cathy Bao Bean at the entrance to our meeting room!!

Joining the team for SWCT at Shanghai International Studies University were:
Dongdong Chen, Ph.D., Director of the Graduate Program in Asian Studies, Seton Hall University, NJ, and
co-author with Cathy Bao Bean of The Course for Cross-Cultural Communication published by Sun Yatsen University Press.

Stephen Rowe, Ph.D., Professor, Philosophy Department, Grand Valley State University, Michigan, and
author of Overcoming America/America Overcoming: Can We Survive Modernity? and Living Philosophy.

Often, our collaborators organized conferences that featured the SVHE team and its curriculum to attract
participants from other universities thereby further promoting the hosts’ reputation. To date, about 600 faculty from
60 different universities have attended SWCT workshops hosted by: Ningbo University (in 2011 and 2012),
Beijing Normal University (in 2011), University of International Business and Economics (in 2011 and 2012),
Beijing Foreign Studies University (in 2012), University of Business Studies School of Foreign Studies (2013),
Hubei University (2013), Shanghai Normal University (2013), School of Foreign Languages, Nanfang
College, Sun Yat-sen University (2014), Shanghai International Studies University (2014), and Xian
International Studies University (2013 and 2014).

As Game Master, Dave Stewart watches others
play “The Threshold of Democracy: Athens
in 403 B.C.” game which “recreates the
intellectual dynamics of one of the most
formative periods in the human experience”
https://reacting.barnard.edu/curriculum/publishe
d-games/athens. Here, an Oligarch tries to
persuade the Radical Democrats, Moderate
Democrats, Socratics as well as several
politically uncommitted to vote for The
Reconciliation Agreement following the
overthrow of the Thirty Tyrants.

A friend, Jimmer Shine (Seattle Poetry
Slam) visited in time to be a follower of
Hai Rui in the game “On
Confucianism and the Succession of
the
Wanli
Emperor”
https://reacting.barnard.edu/curriculum
/published-games/confucianism.
Passionately presenting a provocative
memorial per a Confucian tradition of
martyred resistance to authoritarianism,
Jimmer “won” by being summarily
executed by the First Grand Secretary
(standing at far left next to the seated
Wanli Emperor)!

There was a lot formal picture taking!

And some not-so-formal with Paul Swift !

AS FOR THE EXTRACURRICULAR….

The walkway from our rooms to the
restaurant at the spacious Guangdong Hot
Spring Hotel complex, about 100 miles
northwest of Hong Kong.

Dave & Sophia Pandya having their feet
exfoliated by Garra rufa fish at the market
near The Great Mosque in Xi’an.

On the last day of each workshop, we celebrated
with A Joyful Evening. Here, Cathy is dancing to
the music of Paul and a workshop participant who
played and sang into the mic held by Chelsea Lei,
Shanghai International Studies University organizer.

Cathy invites SWCT participants to dance.
They all comply but Amy Berger and
Sophia did so with such enthusiasm that all
the pictures of the event were blurry!

The Macarena…sort of….

In scenic Suzhou, west of Shanghai, Dave
takes Chinese teatime very seriously in
Suzhou, west of Shanghai…

…though some
are less serious
while more
voracious!

